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ABSTRACT 
Over the last decade, large multitouch displays have become 
commonplace in museums and other public spaces. While 
there is preliminary evidence that exhibits based on tangible 
technologies can be more attractive and engaging for visitors 
than displays alone, very little empirical research has directly 
compared tangible to large multitouch displays in museums. 
In this paper, we present a study comparing the use of a 
tangible and a multitouch tabletop interface in an exhibit 
designed to explore musical rhythms. From an observation 
pool of 791 museum visitors, a total of 227 people in 82 
groups interacted with one of the two versions of our exhibit. 
We share the exhibit design, experimental setup, and 
methods and measures. Our findings highlight advantages of 
tangible interaction in terms of attracting and engaging 
children and families. However, the two exhibits were 
equally effective at supporting collaborative interaction 
within visitor groups. We conclude with a discussion of the 
implications for museum exhibit design vis-à-vis visitor 
engagement and learning. 
Author Keywords 
Tangible interaction; museums; informal learning; exhibit 
design; interactive tabletops; multi-touch displays.  
CCS Concepts 
• Human-centered computing~HCI design and evaluation 
methods   • Human-centered computing~Interaction 
paradigms  
INTRODUCTION 
Since the 1960s, interactive exhibits have become a 
cornerstone of the museum experience [24]. Well-designed 
exhibits can result in rich and rewarding learning for children 
and adults by supporting meaningful conversation [4, 5, 6, 
12], experimentation and discovery [16], and enactment of 
scientific practices [23]. It is a way to touch and explore 

subject matter in a low-pressure, open-ended space where 
people can make meaning of experiences with family and 
friends. As Frank Oppenheimer, founder of the 
Exploratorium in San Francisco, put it, “No one ever flunked 
a museum.” [24].  

Designing high quality interactive exhibits is challenging. It 
requires a consideration of how to invite visitors of different 
ages, genders, and experiences to engage with and around the 
exhibit. The design materials used in exhibits shape how 
parents talk to their children about scientific objects [6]. 
Moreover, exhibits can build on cultural forms and allow 
visitors to draw on their existing practices [12]. Studies have 
also shown that good design decisions can lead to more in-
depth engagement and repeated play with an exhibit [16, 37]. 
As different technologies become available in museums, it is 
important to re-examine how materials lead to behaviors 
associated with museum learning. 

Over the last decade, large multi-touch displays have become 
commonplace in museums and other public spaces. These 
displays can be used in conjunction with exhibited objects 
[31], or serve as exhibits in their own right (e.g. [4, 13, 20, 
37]). Somewhat less common are exhibits that make use of 
tangible technologies and interactions. By tangible [32, 36], 
we refer to exhibits that feature physical objects and/or 
whole-body interactions [33] to control digital systems. 
Researchers have reported on some advantages for tangible 
interfaces [14, 21, 37], with most focusing on visitors’ 
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Figure 1: Family interacting with the tangible version of our 
exhibit at the science museum. 



manual actions—how visitors use their hands to manipulate 
the digital system with and without tangibles.  

While using a visitor’s manipulation of the exhibit as the unit 
of analysis is important, we argue that analyzing visitor 
behavior around the exhibit is beneficial as well, especially 
in terms of attracting and engaging visitors in an equitable 
way. By documenting visitors’ behavior as they walk past 
and stand by the exhibit, we capture the degree to which the 
two technologies attract and engage visitors of different 
backgrounds. 

In this paper, we report on a study in a science museum 
comparing visitor behavior around multi-touch and tangible 
versions of a beat-making exhibit designed to explore 
musical rhythm. In the first version of the exhibit, visitors 
could create their own beats by arranging colorful plastic 
balls on a white board (Figures 1, 2). In the second version, 
we presented a similar interface on a large multi-touch 
display (Figure 3, right). We observed a total of 791 people 
in 356 visitor groups as they came into the vicinity of the 
exhibit. A total of 227 people in 82 groups interacted with 
one of the two versions of the exhibit.  

After discussing related work, we share the exhibit design, 
the experimental setup, and the methods and measures. We 
then present quantitative results, along with more detailed 
qualitative observations of visitor interaction. Our findings 
offer evidence of the drawing power of tangible exhibits, 
especially for groups with children, and informs museum 
exhibit design for visitor engagement and learning. 
RELATED WORK 
Museum exhibits—especially in interactive science 
museums—should encourage self-directed learning and 
allow for sense making through hands-on and mind-on 
exploration [5, 6, 7, 16]. In other words, letting visitors tinker 
is usually a primary design goal [16, 20, 24]. Our research 
builds upon prior work on exhibit design for informal science 
settings with an emphasis on tangible user interfaces (TUIs). 
With museum environments changing due to a proliferation 

of interactive displays, we discuss prior research 
encompassing GUI and TUI based exhibits, and briefly 
review their pros and cons. 
Multi-touch Interactives 
Multi-Touch interactives are common in public spaces [25] 
including museums and art galleries. They have been shown 
to promote engagement in both formal and informal learning 
environments [9, 10, 11, 13, 32]. However, prior research has 
highlighted certain issues, especially pertaining to group and 
social dynamics in multi-touch interactions. For example, 
multi-touch interactives in public spaces can be frustrating 
for groups with a large variation in visitor age; adults 
predominantly prefer concentrating and taking in content, 
while children try to continuously interact with the screen 
[11, 25]. Despite the prevalence of multi-touch devices in 
everyday life, adult museum visitors also seem to perceive 
multi-touch interactives to be designed primarily for children 
[15].  

Researchers have also studied ways to harness learners’ 
existing social practices to facilitate multi-touch tabletop 
interactions [2, 13], but those very practices have their own 
shortcomings. For example, people often place objects on an 
interactive tabletop much like they would with a normal 
“non-interactive” surface [11]; a practice that leads to issues 
with accidental input [15] or occlusion of graphical elements.  
Comparing TUIs and GUIs 
While large multi-touch and tangible interfaces both afford 
multi-user, bimanual interactions, a growing body of 
research shows advantages for tangibles for tasks that 
involve target acquisition, manipulation, and data 
exploration [1, 2, 8, 21, 34]. 

Antle and Wang [2] compared a tangible and a multi-touch 
interface for a puzzle solving task. They found that the 
tangible interface enabled more efficient and effective 
motor-cognitive strategies that could be attributed to the 3D 
manipulation space and eyes-free tactile feedback.  

Al-Megren and Ruddle [1] conducted an experiment where 
university students explored data visualizations in the field 
of genetics with either a multi-touch or a tangible interface. 
Participants performed their tasks significantly faster and 
more efficiently in the tangible condition. Joyce et al. [21] 
compared two versions of a museum exhibit designed to let 
visitors explore the distribution of phytoplankton in different 
areas of the oceans—one version used tangibles rings, while 
the other used virtual rings to explore this large dataset. The 
researchers reported that the two conditions drew similar 
demographics in terms of gender and age group. However, 
the tangible exhibit yielded longer holding times. Touching 
the tangible rings was a precursor to prolonged engagement, 
and these tangible rings were better than virtual rings at 
prompting an initial interaction. 

With museum visits often being a family occasion, 
researching the efficacy of TUIs in engaging groups with 
children is important. Xie et al. [37] studied children playing 

Figure 2: Tangible version of the exhibit. Laptop drives the 
connected speakers to give instantaneous A/V feedback based 
on the beat pattern.   



a puzzle game with either a GUI or TUI interface.  They 
found that the tangible interface was easier to use, and that 
children engaged in repeated play in the tangible condition. 
Such prolonged engagement is a key outcome of good 
museum exhibit design [16].  

Beyond usability, TUIs may also be more inviting to children 
and promote collaboration [14, 27]. In a study conducted in 
a pediatric clinic waiting room, Leong [19] developed a 
tangible “museum” exhibit on sickle cell disease that was 
dramatically more engaging for young children than a tablet-
based interactive.  

Horn et al. developed Tern [14], a tangible programming 
interface, to control a robot on display at a science museum. 
The researchers compared a GUI implementation to the 
tangible version, and their results highlight that children 
were more likely to engage with the exhibit if it included 
tangibles. Moreover, the tangible exhibit facilitated active 
collaboration, wherein multiple members of a group were 
using the exhibit simultaneously. 

However, the GUI in Horn et al’s study was a mouse-based 
interface. Given that a mouse generally affords single-point, 
single-user interactions, the results may not be solely 
attributed to a lack of tangibility. In more than a decade since 
the publication of Horn et al., the question of whether the 
same effects would hold if the computer mouse condition 
had instead been a large interactive display, warrants further 
investigation. And while we have cited many scenarios 
where tangibles seem to have an edge—e.g. tangibles seem 
especially beneficial to children, who are a target 
demographic for museums—we also need further evidence 
to assess whether tangible exhibits can be more inviting than 
GUI exhibits.  
EXHIBIT DESIGN 
For this study, we created two simple temporary museum 
exhibits, one using a large multitouch tabletop display and 
one using tangible objects. We crafted the two exhibits to be 
as similar as possible in terms of size, color, shape, and 
function. Both exhibits offered visitors the opportunity to 
experiment with a drum machine to program musical 
rhythms. Programmable drum machines such as the Roland 
TR-808 (from the early 1980s) have significantly influenced 
the development of digital music and hip hop in particular. 

At its core, a drum machine allows musicians to program a 
rhythm sequence by queuing percussion sounds to play at 
different time steps over the course of a musical measure that 
loops indefinitely. Most drum machines offer a high degree 
of customization, but the basic elements usually consist of a 
four-beat measure subdivided into 16th notes or smaller 
intervals (Figure 4). There are also usually several tracks 
representing different percussion sounds. 

Our exhibit design process was guided by a principle of 
extreme minimalism. What was the smallest feature set we 
could offer that would still result in an engaging visitor 
experience? This turned out to be a good strategy as our first 
pass with a minimal set of features was surprisingly engaging 
for visitors across a wide range of ages and group types. 
Tangible Exhibit 
This study is part of a larger design-based research project to 
engage middle school students in computational thinking 
through music making with computational tools. To create 
the tangible exhibit, we started with piece of white, 
laminated particle board (135cm x 38cm) and drilled an array 
of 16x5 holes 3cm in diameter (Figure 2). The holes were 
separated by 76mm center to center. Each column 
represented a 16th note interval in a four-beat measure with 
a 4/4 time signature. Each column had five holes to allow for 
the placement of multiple percussion sounds at each time 
step. We purchased a set of brightly colored plastic balls 
approximately 5cm in diameter. There were 80 balls total (16 
in each of the 5 colors) corresponding to different percussive 
sounds. 

Figure 4: A four-beat measure is subdivided into 16th notes (or 
smaller) intervals in a Roland TR-808 drum machine. 

Figure 3: (Left) The beat cards meant to ease visitors into tinkering, each row corresponds to a drum sound and the 16 columns 
correspond to a 16th note along the step sequencer, (middle) the interface for the tangible exhibit (displayed on a laptop screen), and 
(right) the touchscreen/tabletop interface, very similar to its tangible counterpart.  



• Dark Blue = Kick Drum 
• Cyan = Clap 
• Magenta = Snare 
• Orange = Hi-Hats 
• Green = Tom 

 
We placed the balls in a plastic bin next to the exhibit for 
easy access by visitors. We used a web camera mounted 
approximately 1m above the exhibit to capture a video feed 
of the table. A laptop computer powered the exhibit. Our 
software was implemented in JavaScript, HTML, and Web 
Audio. We used the tracking.js [35] library to recognize 
different colored balls in the video feed in real time. We used 
the Web Audio library to queue one measure of audio at a 
time. Visitors’ changes were shown immediately on the 
video feed (visitors could see the laptop screen) and updated 
in the next measure of audio. The tempo was fixed at 90 beats 
per minute, so one measure refreshed every six seconds. We 
drew colored circles around each ball on the video feed to 
help visitors understand how the exhibit worked, and it was 
common for visitors to talk about how the camera recognized 
the balls, and to experiment with covering balls to block them 
from the camera’s view. We also drew a gold line that swept 
across the video feed in a loop show the current notes being 
played (Figure 3, middle). 
Multi-Touch Tabletop Exhibit 
The tabletop display exhibit used a 60cm x 100cm 3M 
projected capacitive multi-touch display. The display 
consisted of a white rectangle covering the width of the 
display with the same aspect ratio as the tangible exhibit. The 
white rectangle had an array of 16x5 small grey circles meant 
to look similar to the tangible board (Figure 3). When tapped, 
the grey circles would turn into larger colored circles meant 
to look like the tangible balls. Tapping on a ball would toggle 
it back to a grey circle. Each tap would also play a preview 
of the sound that colored circle would play when added to 
the beat. Unlike the tangible exhibit, each row of circles 
corresponded to one of the circle colors/drum sounds. We 
implemented this version of the exhibit using JavaScript, 
HTML, and Web Audio. Similar to the tangible exhibit, a 
gold line swept across the table from left to right to show the 
current notes being played (Figure 3, right).  

Both versions of the exhibit also displayed Python code that 
was generating the beats, as an abstract, simple function call 
(see Figure 3) followed by a string pattern representing the 
active 16th notes. This code was updated in real-time as and 
when visitors made any changes to the exhibit. Our goal was 
not to teach programming, but rather to convey the idea that 
computer code was behind the beat generation. We were also 
interested in whether a simple cue like this could trigger 
conversations among the visitors that related to coding.  
Beat Cards 
Neither of the exhibits had instructions, nor did we expect 
most users to have a background in sound design or beat 
making. To ease visitors into tinkering, we placed laminated 

beat cards next to each exhibit (Figure 3, left). These beat 
cards contained rhythm patterns for programmable drum 
machines from various genres of music. These patterns were 
derived from Bardet’s Drum Machine Pattern’s book [3] and 
were simplified to only use the five percussive sounds we 
had selected for the exhibits.  
RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
Through this study we sought to answer the following 
research questions. 

RQ1 [Holding Time] Will a tangible exhibit engage 
museum visitors longer than a comparable exhibit based on 
a large interactive display? 

Based on prior work [2, 14] we assumed the answer would 
depend on the success of the exhibit versions in actively 
engaging more than one member of a visitor group and the 
ability to engage children. Our hypothesis was that the 
tangible exhibit would have a slight advantage.  

RQ2 [Capture Rate] Will the tangible exhibit attract more 
museum visitors than the interactive display? 

Based on the notion of cueing forms [12] we hypothesized 
that the tangible exhibit would be more intriguing and 
appealing to visitors, especially children. In considering 
capture rate, we were also interested in average group size 
and the age distribution of family groups. 

RQ3 [Engagement Behaviors] Will the tangible exhibit 
foster more behaviors indicative of enjoyment or 
engagement?  

Specifically, we coded for behaviors such as capturing 
photos or videos with a phone, dancing or singing, using 

Figure 5: Exhibit layout in the museum. Sliding doors in front 
of the exhibits allowed us to quickly switch which exhibit – 
tangible or tabletop – was made available to the museum 
visitors. 



rhythm cards, and mentioning the python code on the screen. 
We hypothesized that the tangible exhibit would be more 
successful due to our speculation that more children would 
be involved and that colorful plastic balls would serve as a 
cueing form signaling playful engagement and fun. Note, we 
expected results for this question would be related to overall 
holding time and the number of active group members.  
METHODS AND MEASURES 
We conducted the study at a science museum with an 
audience of over 1 million visitors a year located in a large 
city in the United States. The exhibits were displayed in a 
classroom / workshop area accessible by a hallway adjacent 
to several public exhibits (see floor plan in Figure 5). Despite 
its location in a back corner of the museum, the hallway sees 
a substantial amount of visitor traffic. We placed the exhibits 
in double sliding doorways that opened out from the 
classroom into the hallway. We only displayed one version 
of the exhibit at time. For the version of the exhibit not in 
use, we closed the doorways to conceal it from visitors.  

One researcher sat at the end of the hallway to keep track of 
all visitors passing through the hallway, whether or not they 
stopped at the exhibit, and whether or not the exhibit was 
currently occupied. Another researcher sat in the classroom 
and unobtrusively observed the exhibit keeping track of 
holding time, visitor behavior, and group composition. A 
third researcher also observed the exhibit on the first day of 
observations to establish inter-rater reliability. Every 45 
minutes we swapped the exhibits by closing one set of doors 
and opening another. We also switched which exhibit was 
displayed in which doorway to minimize the differences the 
location along the hallway might have had on whether or not 
visitors decided to stop.  

We observed the exhibit on three busy weekdays in late 
August 2019. The first day we fixed several technical 
glitches, collected pilot data, and refined our observation 
protocols. The following week we collected the data 
presented in this paper on a Monday and a Friday.  
Capture Rate 
To measure capture rate, the researcher sitting in the hallway 
recorded all visitors who passed by the exhibit. Visitors were 

recorded as W (adult woman), M (adult man), G (girl under 
18 years old), B (boy under 18 years old). Visitor groups 
were recorded together on the same line of the observation 
sheet. For each group we noted whether or not they stopped 
at the exhibit, meaning that one member of the group 
physically touched the exhibit, even for a moment. We also 
noted whether or not the exhibit was already in use when the 
visitor group passed by. Note that all age and gender 
observations were estimates by the researcher (see below for 
inter-rater reliability). We also made judgment calls about 
which individuals belonged together as part of a visitor 
group. This was based on whether or not they were talking 
with one another and how close together they walked (see 
Block et al. [4] for a discussion of the challenges of 
identifying distinct visitor groups). Because we collected 
data in late summer there were few to no school field trips or 
summer camp programs, which tend to be more active earlier 
in the summer).  
Hold Time and Engagement Codes 
For the other measures, researchers in the classroom used an 
observation sheet (Figure 6) to record visitor group 
composition, holding times, number of active visitors in each 
group (those who physically touched the exhibit in any way), 
and engagement codes.  
RELIABILITY 
To establish inter-rater reliability, two researchers observed 
the exhibit in both conditions for approximately 3 hours on 
the first day of observations. This time period included 23 
visitor groups who used the exhibit (13 groups in the tangible 
condition, and 10 groups in the tabletop display condition). 
This represents 28.0% of the total number of visitor sessions 
observed for the entire study. 

The researchers agreed that a visitor group was present 
95.7% of the time. There was only one visitor group that was 
recorded by one of the researchers and not the other. This 
group consisted of a single individual who touched the 
exhibit only momentarily in the tabletop display condition 
before moving on. 

The two researchers recorded holding times within 30 
seconds of one another in all but one case. Their holding 
times were within 15 seconds of one another in all but 3 
cases. On average, the holding times recorded by the two 
researchers deviated by 9.91 seconds (SD=7.97).  

The “Dancing or Singing” code and the “References Python” 
code were used very infrequently. The kappa values for these 

Code Agreement (%) Kappa 

Used Beat Card 82.61% 0.654 

Photo or Video: 91.3% 0.747 

Dancing / Singing 86.96% 0.330 

Python: 82.61% 0.489 

Any Event: 91.30% 0.823 

Table 1. Inter-rater reliability values for engagement codes. 

Figure 6: Observation sheet (observer name is anonymized for 
this paper) used to collect and codify visitor data. 



two codes were too low to be considered reliable (Table 1). 
We report the frequency of these codes in the Results section, 
but we flag these results as being unreliable.  

There were three groups in which the count of adult men was 
off by one person. On average, the researchers deviated by 
0.13 individual per group. 

The researchers agreed on the number of women in each 
group in all but two cases. On average they deviated by 0.13 
women per group. 

The researchers agreed on the number of boys (under 18 
years old) in each group in all cases.  

The researchers agreed on the number of girls (under 18) in 
each group in all but three cases. In one case, one researcher 
recorded the participant as an adult woman, and the other 
recorded the same participant as a 16-year-old girl. On 
average they deviated by 0.13 girls per group. 

Putting all of these together, there was disagreement on the 
total number of participants in 6 out of 23 visitor groups. On 
average the researchers deviated by 0.30 people per group. 
This level of disagreement was higher than we expected. 
Because the researchers were positioned inside the 
classroom, they might have had a hard time seeing group 
members who were not actively involved but were observing 
from a few feet away. 

There was also some disagreement on the number of active 
visitors per group. In 6 of the 23 visitor groups the 
researchers recorded a different number of active visitors. On 
average the researchers deviated by 0.348 people per group.  
PARTICIPANTS 
We observed a total of 791 people in 356 visitor groups as 
they came into the vicinity of the exhibit (Table 2). Of these, 
a total of 227 people in 82 groups interacted with one of the 
two versions of the exhibit. In the tangible condition there 
were 124 people in 43 groups (2.62 average group size, 
SD=1.14); and in the graphical condition there were 102 
people in 39 groups (2.88 average, SD=1.48). The difference 
in average group sizes was not statistically significant. 

RESULTS 
Capture Rate 
From a total of 181 groups in the tangible condition, 31 
groups stopped to try the exhibit. For the multitouch 
condition, 34 out of a total of 175 groups stopped. That 
equates to a raw capture rate of 17.13% and 19.43% 
respectively. However, groups tended to spend longer at the 
tangible exhibit, meaning that it was occupied more often 
than the multitouch exhibit, which might affect capture rates. 
To account for this, we also noted whether the exhibit was 
vacant when a group passed by. When the exhibit was vacant 
42.86% of groups stopped for the tangible condition, and 
39.02% stopped for the multitouch condition. Interestingly, 
the tangible condition has a higher capture rate (51.72%) 
compared to the multi-touch condition (42.86%) when a 
visitor group included children and the exhibit was vacant. 
However, none of the differences in capture rates were 
statistically significant. Table 3 summarizes the capture rates 
at various levels of detail.  
Number of Children 
We now consider only participants who stopped at the 
exhibit. In this sample there were 81 children (boys or girls 
under 18 years old). In the tangible condition there were 52 
children total with an average of 1.21 children per group 
(SD=1.41). 55.81% of tangible condition groups had 
children. In the multitouch condition there were only 29 
children with an average of 0.74 children per group 
(SD=0.91). 48.72% of multitouch condition groups had 
children. A one-tailed t-test showed the difference in number 
of children to be significantly different between the two 
conditions (p=0.041). 
Holding Time 
We measured holding time as the time the first visitor in a 
group touched the exhibit to the time the last visitor in a 
group stopped interacting and walked away. Note that some 
of the difficulties identifying individual visitor groups 

 
Tangible Multi-touch Total 

Women 145 148 293 
Men 134 129 263 
Girls 60 47 107 
Boys 66 62 128 
Total 405 386 791 
Group Count 181 175 356 

Table 2: Number of visitors who walked through the hallway 
while we were observing (by age, sex, and condition). Note, 
not all of these visitors stopped to try the exhibit. 

 
Tangible Multitouch 

Group count 181 175 

Groups with children 71 71 

Number of groups that stopped 31 34 

Capture rate 17.13% 19.43% 

Capture rate with children 22.54% 22.54% 

Stopped if vacant? 30 32 

Skipped if vacant? 40 50 

Capture rate if vacant 42.86% 39.02% 

Stopped with children & vacant 15 15 

Skipped with children & vacant 14 20 

Capture rate with children & vacant 51.72% 42.86% 

Table 3: Capture rates for the two conditions based on 
whether the exhibit was occupied and whether a group 
included children.  



described in Block et al. [4] were present here; however, 
because visitors were only able to access the exhibit from one 
side within a door frame, visitor groups for the most part 
seemed to take turns rather than overlapping. We recorded 
the start times as hh:mm (hour:minute) and then set a 
stopwatch to determine the number of seconds groups 
stayed. As noted above researchers deviated by about 10s on 
average in their measurements. The distribution of holding 
times in 60s bins are shown in Figure 7 for both exhibits. 

Visitor groups in the tangible condition spent an average of 
239.30 seconds (SD=272.0) at the exhibit, while visitor 
groups in the multitouch condition stayed for 127.77 seconds 
(SD=151.84), almost two full minutes less on average. A 
two-tailed t-test showed this difference to be statistically 
significant (t = -2.32, p = 0.023).  

Interestingly, groups with children stay 100s more on 
average regardless of the condition. Similarly, groups with 
more than one active participant stay almost 200s more on 
average, reinforcing findings from [8].    
Number of Active Group Members 
As we were observing family groups, we kept track of active 
participants, which we defined as any group member who 
touched the exhibit or rhythm cards, one or more times. In 
the tangible condition, there were 2.12 active group members 
on average (SD=1.35), while there were 2.08 active group 
members on average in the multitouch condition (SD=1.01). 

This difference was not statistically significant. Because 
there were slightly more members per group in the tangible 
condition, we also looked at the percentage of active 
members out of the total number of people in the group. 
Here, the multitouch condition had a greater portion of active 
group members (82.78% on average) compared to the 
tangible condition (76.62% on average). This difference was 
also not statistically significant.  

In Horn et al. 2009 [14], there was no statistically significant 
difference in holding time, but there was a significant 
difference between groups with only one participant and 
groups with multiple participants. In their study, the tangible 
condition had significantly more active participants. Our 
results corroborate some of these results. It seems that 
multitouch tabletops are equally good at supporting multi-
user interaction and active participants.  
Behavior Codes 
The numbers for the behavior codes are shown in Table 4. 
Of those, the tangible version saw a substantially higher 
percentage of groups taking photos (20.93% to 7.69%) or 
using the beat cards (39.53% to 25.64%). As already 
mentioned in the inter-rater reliability section, two of the 
codes (Python, and Dancing/Singing) have low reliability 
measures based on Cohen’s kappa values. Therefore, we 
decided to test whether or not any behavior code was used 
for a given group. As shown in Table 1, this was a reliable 
measure (kappa = 0.823). A Chi-square test of independence 
was calculated comparing the tangible and multi-touch 
conditions; the tangible condition was more likely to have a 
behavior code associated with it, χ(1) = 6.377, p = 0.012.  
VISITOR OBSERVATIONS 
In this section, we collate some notable events or themes that 
were jotted down during visitor interaction sessions in the 
free-form note taking area of the observation sheet (Figure 
6). We witnessed various turn taking strategies with some 
groups explicitly stating or assigning whose turn it was to use 
the exhibit. In many cases, the whole group interacted with 

Codes 

Multi-
touch 

(count) 

Multi-
touch 

(%) 

Tangible 

(count) 
 

Tangible 

(%) 

Python* 4 10.26% 4 9.30% 

Photo/Video 3 7.69% 9 20.93% 

Dance/Sing* 6 15.38% 9 20.93% 

Cards 10 25.64% 17 39.53% 

Groups w/ 1 
or more 
codes 

16 41.03% 24 55.81% 

Table 4: Summary of behavior codes that were recorded for 
the visitor groups stopping at either exhibit. * indicates 
unreliable measures. 

Figure 7: Holding times in 60s bins for tangible and multi-touch 
conditions. 



the system in a given moment. We also saw instances where 
an individual within a group tried to stake a claim to the 
exhibit. Somewhat amusingly, one teenager tried to prevent 
both his father and his brother from “messing up the beat”, 
but after a few minutes of experimentation called for both of 
them to come back and listen to his creation.  

There were other strategies common to both the conditions. 
For example, after walking up to the exhibit, some visitors 
would sweep all the balls off the table (in the tangible 
condition) or deactivate all cells (in the multitouch condition) 
to start from scratch, while some would start experimenting 
by adding to the beat left by the previous group. Generally, 
whenever visitors used beat cards, they also tended to start 
from scratch. It was also common for children to work 
together to completely fill the tangible exhibit with balls. 

While groups went through a discovery (“how does this 
work?”) phase with both conditions, we noticed instances of 
problematizing [20], e.g. “I wonder which color is making 
that sound” followed by a verbal confirmation after figuring 
it out: “Oh, this is the clap”, “and this is the kick”.  

There were also some interactions patterns unique to the 
tangible condition. Multiple visitors held a ball up towards 
the camera or deliberately blocked certain balls from the 
camera’s field of vision. Two teenagers (in two different 
groups) used this strategy of occluding areas of the exhibit 
(by waving their arms) to change their beats on the fly; an 
affordance exclusive to the tangible version of the exhibit. 
Similarly, the tangible version seemed to prompt more 
questions about how it worked, not too surprising given the 
prevalence of multitouch interactions in everyday life.  
Visitor interaction vignettes 
Group A: 5 children - 3 boys and 2 girls, and a woman 
interacted with the tangible system for just over 11 minutes. 
The group demonstrated high levels of engagement and 
made statements that reflected discovery, collaboration, and 
excitement. Initially, the children added balls to the existing 
board. The youngest girl in the group (~8 years old) said, 
“This is so good”; “I want to fill this whole thing up”. 
Together with two of the boys, the girl proceeded to fill up 
the whole board. The older girl joined too and said, “This is 
so cool, I want to keep doing this”. A few minutes later, the 

youngest girl stated that the system reads the color of the 
balls. The oldest of the children, a boy (~10 years old) then 
said, “I am like a DJ” while moving the balls around. The 
woman, one of the boys and one of the girls danced as the 
exhibit played along. Finally, the woman took several photos 
of the group around the exhibit. 

Group B: A boy and a girl worked together in two phases. 
First, they played around with the system, tested different 
ideas and made their own beat. In the second phase, they 
chose to use the beat cards and continue to make several 
beats. As they stood next to the tangible exhibit, the boy said 
that the system is running Python code. The two placed some 
balls along columns, and eventually filled up the entire 
board. Once the board was full, they swapped some colors 
around to alter the sounds (i.e. they used a subtractive rather 
than additive strategy). They then proceeded to use multiple 
beat cards and filled out the board accordingly.  

Group C: The following vignette includes two women and a 
man working with the graphical exhibit for over 12 minutes. 
All three interacted with the screen until a beat emerged. 
After several minutes one of the women said, “Someone give 
me a microphone right now”. The man added snares to the 
beat and said, “I am basically coding”. One of the women 
picked up a beat card, and all three collaborated to fill the 
board based on the beat card. Later the man said “I can do 
this all day” expressing enjoyment and engagement. Before 
the group left, they each recorded a video of the exhibit as it 
played their beat. 

There were other sessions where visitor groups became so 
thoroughly engaged with the system that they turned the 
tinkering and beat making session into an impromptu 
musical performance for the whole family (Figure 8). 
DISCUSSION 
To briefly recap the results, we found that the tangible exhibit 
had significantly longer engagement times and attracted 
visitor groups with more children. Visitors engaged in 
significantly more behaviors indicative of engagement at the 
tangible exhibit. There were, however, no significant 
differences in the portion of active visitors in groups between 
the two exhibits. This suggests that the tabletop display and 

Figure 8: A family figured out the exhibit, danced along to the beat they came up with. The father also freestyle rapped to the beat 
while another family member recorded this performance on their mobile phone (sketches derived from video recordings to preserve 
anonymity). 



tangible exhibit were equally effective at supporting multiple 
simultaneous users.  

Horn [12] suggests that tangible objects can be particularly 
effective at evoking cultural forms of literacy, learning, and 
play. These cultural forms in term cue physical, social, and 
emotional resources that visitors use to make sense of 
exhibits and structure the shared activity. Based on this 
theory, we could interpret our results as the physical plastic 
balls being more effective at communicating the idea of a fun 
and playful activity than the corresponding touchscreen 
display. Our observation data also suggested that there were 
a number of playful ways that visitors could physically 
interact with the balls (including juggling, sorting, filling up 
all of the slots on the table, or even just taking the balls on 
and off the table for younger children). These diverse and 
parallel modes of engagement likely contributed to keeping 
family groups engaged together. It is important to note that a 
major reason visitors leave an exhibit is because they are 
pulled away by another family member. The tabletop display 
was, however, equally effective at involving multiple visitors 
in the same group suggesting that such technologies can be 
useful for supporting collaborative and joint engagement. 
And, from our observations, visitors seemed to enjoy the 
exhibit regardless of the condition. We also noticed a degree 
of spectatorship and performance in both conditions. It was 
almost as if visitors were playing a musical instrument for an 
audience. 

We close with a note about simplicity in design, especially 
for museums. Our extremely minimal approach left out many 
features such as tempo adjustment, audio filters and effects, 
or even numbers to indicate beat counts. Despite this, the 
exhibits were surprisingly compelling for visitors. In short, 
the design was simple, but not simplistic. 
CONCLUSION 
We presented a study comparing the use of a tangible and a 
multitouch interface in a museum exhibit designed to explore 
musical rhythms. Both the exhibits were designed while 
adhering to a principle of minimalism, and they led to an 
engaging visitor experience. We found that the tangible 
exhibit had significantly longer engagement times and 
attracted visitor groups with more children. Also, visitors 
engaged in significantly more behaviors indicative of 
engagement at the tangible exhibit. These results corroborate 
and build upon Horn et al’s [14] research comparing TUIs to 
a single-mouse based digital interface. In this case, both the 
tabletop display and tangible exhibit were equally effective 
at supporting multiple simultaneous users.  
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
While quantitative analysis was a primary focus of this 
research, we think that in-depth qualitative research based on 
interviewing museum visitors or doing video analysis can 
yield other design recommendations. Our results were 
collected in a museum that usually gets more than 1.5 million 
annual visitors from diverse backgrounds; however, the 
collected data is from one museum, in one city in the US. 

There might be limitations on generalizing the results to 
other contexts. 

Our prototypes were on two extremes of the TUI and GUI 
spectrum. We think that exploring design options that blend 
between these modalities would be worth researching in the 
future. 
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SELECTION AND PARTICIPATION OF CHILDREN 
We tested our exhibit at a science museum and this exhibit 
was open to all museum visitors, including families and 
children. The children who used the system were self-
selecting or accompanying friends and family. 
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